New Freeform Manufacturing Chains based on atmospheric Plasma Jet Machining
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New manufacturing chains for precise fabrication of asphere and freeform optical surfaces including atmospheric Plasma Jet Machining (PJM) technology will be presented. PJM is based on deterministic plasma-assisted material removal. It has the potential for flexible and cost-efficient shape generation and correction of small and medium-sized optical freeform elements. The paper discusses the interactions between the plasma tools and optical fused silica samples in the context of the pre-machined and intermediate surface states and identifies several plasma jet machining methods for freeform generation, surface correction, and finishing as well as suitable auxiliary polishing methods. The successful application of either processing chain is demonstrated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, an increasing demand for individual and complex shaped optical elements like non-standard aspheres, acylinders, or freeform elements is observed. Especially, the use of freeform elements in optical systems provides new functionalities in illumination and imaging applications and yields less optical surfaces and thus more compact system designs. Recent advances in manufacturing technologies give more and more freedom to optical system designers. However, once the machinability of complex formed surfaces has been proven the tolerances are getting more and more stringent, particularly for scientific equipment, e.g. space and earth-based spectrometers or telescopes, or laser beam shaping applications, high precision of optical freeform surfaces is required.

Classical manufacturing of such optics generally involves intense sub-aperture polishing after the freeform grinding process to generate a specular surface and to remove sub-surface damage (SSD). Depending on the grinding process material removal of 15–30 µm is necessary to get good optical surface quality in the high spatial frequency range. Furthermore, sub-aperture polishing often leads to significant shape alteration, particularly in the case of challenging surface shapes showing significant variations of local surface curvature, which originates from the corresponding local variation of polishing removal rates. After the polishing process the surface roughness is usually within the specified range, though an unintended shape deviation of 1–2 µm often occurs. Thus, the subsequent application of deterministic surface error correction methods is required to reach the specifications, which employ cost-intensive and time-consuming sub-aperture techniques like Computer Controlled Polishing (CCP), Magneto Rheological Finishing (MRF), or Ion Beam Figuring (IBF).

In the paper we introduce alternative approaches to optical freeform element manufacturing based on atmospheric Plasma Jet Machining and utilizing a shape-preserving post-polishing process. Two different process chains are discussed where one of it comprises plasma based methods only. The process chains are mainly dedicated to the fabrication of precise small and medium-sized optics with diameters of 5–150 mm that come as single pieces or small batches. However, the technique has the potential to be scaled up to larger work pieces and unit numbers.

2 PLASMA JET MACHINING

Plasma Jet Machining (PJM) employs atmospheric reactive plasma interacting with the surface [1]. The plasma source consists mainly of a coaxial electrode system. The inner electrode is made of coaxially arranged tubes that terminate in a nozzle. The electrode system guides high frequency power (either RF at 13.56 MHz or microwave at 2.45 GHz) from the high frequency generator to the nozzle (see Figure 1). At the nozzle tip high electric field strength leads to ionization of the gas fed through the tubes and form a jet-like gas discharge. Optional apertures and nozzles can be attached to scale and stabilize the plasma jet flow. Working gases are argon and helium as well as fluorine containing gases like SF₆ or CF₄ that are dissociated to form free highly reactive fluorine atoms and other radicals.
Consequently, there are two plasma based machining processes available: one which is suitable for the generation of freeform shapes, that finds its classical equivalent in mechanical grinding; the other is a fine correction step comparable to ion beam figuring (IBF) or magneto-rheological finishing (MRF).

The major advantage of PJM over mechanical-abrasive correction methods is the atomistic material removal mechanism without exerting any significant mechanical forces onto the surface. Hence, the tool does not introduce sub-surface damages. The plasma jet forms a long-term stable tool predestined for freeform fabrication. In the following we discuss the application of PJM to fused silica surfaces.

3 PJM ETCHING CHARACTERISTICS

In order to benefit from the dry etching plasma based figuring process it is important to be able to preserve the surface quality that has been obtained by mechanical pre-machining. Alternatively, the method should be capable to even improve the roughness. It is well known from many investigations of HF wet etching or reactive plasma etching of fused silica using highly reactive species that a characteristic surface roughness evolves [3, 4]. High spatial frequency structures occur in strong dependence on initial surface roughness, chemical contaminants, or sub-surface damage (SSD), since fluorine atom attack on the surface is highly selective. Also, etching depth has a significant influence on the final roughness. Therefore roughness evolution during plasma treatment has been investigated on differently prepared fused silica samples. Figure 2 illustrates the surface state after plasma etching of ground and polished surfaces.

In Figure 2(a) a coarse ground and subsequently polished surface has been plasma treated. Polishing grade was P2 according to the ISO 10110 nomenclature. Etching depth was only approximately 10 µm. The microscope image reveals typical deep structures originating from hidden micro-cracks produced by the grinding process. In Figure 2(b) a surface with standard polishing grade P3 has been plasma etched. Here, etching depth was approximately 200 µm. The root mean square roughness of the surface, denoted by Sq, increased from $S_{q} = 2$ nm to $S_{q} = 100–150$ nm. Obviously, the P3 polishing removed the SSD to some extent. In Figure 2(c) a sample is shown that has been extensively polished to grade P4. After plasma etching of approximately 200 µm the roughness Sq is still in the range 2–3 nm, revealing that the SSD was already at a low level after polishing. These examples clearly indicate the influence of grinding and polishing and especially the SSD induced by those methods to the roughness evolution during plasma jet etching. Thus, it is of great importance to prepare a fused silica surface in a proper way in order to apply plasma based machining processes subsequently. For planar or spherical samples this is mostly affordable due to the use of full-aperture tools. However, to make asphere or freeform surfaces ready for plasma etching (e.g. for figure error correction) requires extensive sub-aperture polishing after grinding inducing significant degradation of surface figure, which increases the correction effort.
We therefore propose a plasma jet process for shape preserving polishing or subsurface damage removal, respectively. It has been shown that specially designed inert gas plasma jets can also be used for polishing of rough fused silica surfaces. For that purpose an inert gas plasma jet without any reactive species is employed forming a high temperature spot on the surface. As a result the viscosity of the glass on the surface is decreased and surface tension and capillary forces lead to redistribution of material. The surface smoothing mechanisms are supposed to be similar to those occurring in flame polishing or laser polishing [5]. Figure 3(a) shows an interference microscope image of a mechanically polished surface of quality P3, which has been plasma treated to etch 30 µm. The occurring defects indicate the presence of SSD causing a final roughness of 25 nm RMS.

In contrast to this a final roughness of <0.5 nm is obtained when a thermal plasma polishing step is applied prior to the etching step on the same surface (see Figure 3(b)). This is at a sufficient level for many optical applications. From the findings it can be concluded that plasma jet polishing heals micro-cracks buried in the near-surface region located below the Beilby layer [4].

A representative plasma jet polishing result is shown in Figure 4. One half of a fine ground aspheric surface with roughness $S_q \sim 250$ nm has been treated by the plasma jet, yielding a significantly decreased roughness of $S_q$ of 0.2–0.3 nm. Roughness has been determined using interference microscopy. AFM measurements have proven this value. Consequently, roughness is decreased leaving finally an optically smooth surface.

### 4 MANUFACTURING CHAINS

With the set of three plasma jet based methods for surface polishing, figuring, and correction it is possible to define processing chains for the manufacturing of aspheres or freeform elements utilizing plasma jet methods only. Additionally, PJM can be appropriately combined with mechanical sub-aperture bonnet polishing, or special soft tool polishing that is capable to maintain the freeform surface figure and to improve the micro-roughness further.

A very challenging task in freeform manufacturing is the generation of refractive laser beam shaping elements. Depending on the optical setup these elements have very different designs and dimensions but most of them can be manufactured simply out of planar optical windows or of spherical lenses. The plasma-based manufacturing chain then ideally starts from a best fit standard optical element and the goal shape is machined by high-rate PJM tools. The manufacturing chain (A) comprises the following steps:

1. **Plasma jet polishing**: Depending on the polishing grade and SSD level found on the surface this is performed prior to plasma jet etching. However, plasma polishing rate lies in the range of 1 cm$^2$/min, which is rather slow.
(ii) **High-rate PJM:** Removal depths of 1–1000 µm can be realized to generate an asphere or freeform. The employed PJM tool width (FWHM) is mainly determined by the gradients and curvatures of the theoretical shape prescription and varies typically between 2.5 mm and 4.5 mm. The residual figure error is typically less than 2% of the PV of the targeted shape. As discussed before, the surface roughness occurring during this figuring step depends strongly on the amount of removal as well as on the mechanical pre-treatment (grinding, polishing), cleaning of the initial surface, and plasma polishing. In case of proper preparation at least one order of magnitude lower micro-roughness compared to conventional grinding processes has been achieved also for high removal depths of some 100 µm. Typically a roughness $Sq < 50$ nm is achieved, which enables interferometric measurements.

(iii) **Sub-aperture bonnet polishing:** Since no SSD is induced during PJM only very low material removal of typically 1-2 µm by sub-aperture bonnet polishing is needed afterwards to reduce roughness to typically $Sq < 5$ nm. Therefore, surface figure changes only within a few 100 nm PV and the formation of mid-spatial structures is minimized.

(iv) **PJM fine correction:** This step is characterized by a relatively low material removal of a few micrometer at maximum to achieve residual figure errors of < 100 nm PV. Roughness will more or less not be altered.

(v) **Soft tool polishing:** Very soft polishing tools can be applied finally to reach optical surface quality with a micro-roughness of $Sq < 1$ nm after removal of only a few 100 nm leaving the surface figure more or less unchanged.

As an example the fabrication of laser beam shaping elements is discussed in detail. The example given in Figure 5 shows a freeform element with about 400 µm PV deformation that has been generated on a fused silica optical window. Since the substrate was already well-polished, a plasma jet polishing step could be omitted. Thus, the first process step was shape generation using a tool with FWHM of approximately 3 mm and material removal rate of approximately 2 mm³/min. The machining time of this step was approximately 40 minutes leaving a figure error of 4–6 µm PV (see Figure 6(a)). The surface micro-roughness measured by interference microscopy has been determined to be less than 10 nm.

This value has also been achieved in the region of the largest removal. In order to decrease roughness bonnet polishing has been applied. Figure 6(b) shows an interference microscope image of the polished surface. Roughness value has been determined to be $Sq = 2$ nm. Though, a distinct pattern becomes visible which is due to slight runout of the tool. For the subsequent correction step a smaller plasma jet tool with FWHM of 0.8 mm and a material removal rate of 0.003 mm³/min has been used to reduce the figure error 0.9 µm PV or 0.2 µm RMS. (Figure 7(a)). After PJM treatment the surface has been polished by the soft polishing tool maintaining the shape within less than 100 nm PV. The measurement shown in Figure 7(b) reveals a micro-roughness of $Sq = 0.6$ nm.

An alternative manufacturing chain (B) comprises only plasma jet methods while omitting any mechanical polishing.
In this case the asphere or freeform shape is generated by a (1) freeform grinding process ending up with a fine ground surface quality with roughness $S_q \sim 250$ nm and a figure error of typically less than 2 $\mu$m PV. The surface is then treated with (2) plasma jet polishing, where the roughness is decreased to a value of $S_q < 1$ nm and SSD is removed while the figure error remains more or less unchanged. Finally a (3) plasma jet fine correction step is employed to diminish the figure error and keeping the roughness.

An example for the successful application of this manufacturing chain is given in Figure 8. A fine ground convex asphere (diameter 50 mm, radius of curvature) with surface figure error of 0.89 $\mu$m PV has been plasma jet polished. The polishing process lasted approximately 45 minutes. Form measurements using a LuphoScan profiler indicate that the surface shape has barely altered from its initial value. Micro-roughness has been determined to be $S_q = 0.25$ nm $\pm 0.05$ nm over the entire surface. After approximately 30 min of plasma jet fine correction the shape has been significantly improved.

Depending on the specific task and surface geometry either chain (A) or (B) is more appropriate with regard to overall machining time and process convergence. Today, ultra-precision grinding of rotationally symmetric aspheres is a state-of-the-art technology. However, if ultra-high form accuracy $< 20$ nm RMS and high quality surface (scratch-dig $< 20 - 10$) is required, tremendous effort is necessary to reach the specifications by utilizing conventional process chains including several iteration cycles of sub-aperture polishing and correction processes like MRF or IBF. Employing chain (B) in those cases can significantly save machining time since only two steps need to be applied. The main advantage is the avoidance of abrasive slurries, elaborate workpiece cleaning between machining and measurement steps, or the utilization of expensive and slow IBF processes. Thus, chain (B) has the potential
to greatly increase the manufacturing efficiency as far as the preform can be manufactured by precision freeform grinding. For optical elements that exhibit complex surfaces such as aspheres with inflection or turning points, or freeforms, form generation by precision grinding might be an intricate problem. In order to achieve the required accuracy, in many cases it can be overcome by plasma jet machining according chain (A). Although several steps must be applied including slurry-based polishing, chain (A) appears to be more effective and straight-forward regarding form accuracy than conventional processes due to the flexibility with respect to form and surface gradients.

5 CONCLUSION

In the paper the characteristics of PJM have been discussed and two processing chains for asphere and freeform manufacturing have been introduced that comprise plasma jet polishing, plasma jet high-rate figuring and correction, as well as auxiliary sub-aperture polishing steps. Both chains provide the opportunity for precise fabrication of optical elements with difficult surface shape like non-standard aspheres, acylinders or freeforms. In contrast to the conventional grinding and polishing techniques the non-contact PJM technology has nearly no geometrical limits. Furthermore, due to the pure chemical removal mechanism no sub-surface damage is induced. Therefore, the amount of polishing removal after PJM is reduced to a few microns and hence, shape alteration during the mechanical polishing process is minimized. Employing the second process chain purely based on plasma methods allows omitting any mechanical sub-aperture polishing avoiding the problems and challenges connected therewith.
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